We believe that in the long-term the relation between Mathematics and Technologies is symbiotic and reflexive. In the hindsight perspective of history, the contemporary run of this relation will be seen as era-defining.

Mathematics of Quantum and Nano Technologies is intended for dissemination of innovative mathematical ideas related to nanotechnology, quantum sciences and quantum engineering. The targeted areas of applicability include:

- Nanotechnology, especially nano-scale electronics;
- quantum metamaterials;
- natural quantum systems;
- qualitative properties of quantum states and observables;
- harmonic analysis of signals detected in quantum environments;
- conceptual devices exploiting quantum effects.

All types of mathematical methods are admissible as long as sufficient evidence is given of relevance to quantum sciences or technologies. The relevance condition is understood broadly and does not hinge on demonstrating immediate utility in a concrete application.

Why submit and read

The journal provides the readers with free, instant, and permanent access to all content worldwide; and the authors with critical peer review, extensive promotion of published articles, long-time preservation, language-correction services, no space constraints and quick publication after acceptance.

The journal is free for both readers and authors - there are no submission or publication fees.
Thanks to Open Access, all articles are freely available to the academic community worldwide without any restrictions, there are more liberal policies on copyrights (authors retain copyright) and on self-archiving (no embargo periods).

**Mathematics of Quantum and Nano Technologies** is an interdisciplinary, fully peer-reviewed open access journal devoted to the publication of high quality research involving mathematical methods used in quantum sciences, nanotechnology and quantum engineering.
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